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A .stract : This document describes the complete software requirement
specifications (SRS) for a 4Mt x 8Mt autoclave for HAL which will be used for
curing of composites . The autoclave is under development in NAL . The design, .
development and installation of control and instrumentation for the autoclave is the
responsiblity of Aerospace Electronics And Systems Division (ALD) . The major
requirement in autoclave control is to effect the desired average temperature
profile on the part in the mould in a controlled environment of pressure . The
three parameters required to be controlled in the pressure vessel are temperature,
pressure and vacuum .
The autoclave software envisaged for the control and instrumentation is
designed in such a way is to have flexiblity to incorporate any future advances
in control -and instrumentation, the software designed is completely menu driven
and is built on modular approach . It
.
fully meets the specification of HAL .
